


FALL HAZARD: 
A bassinet is designed to provide a sleeping area for an
infant until he or she begins to push up on hands and knees
or can roll over, or has reached 25lbs, whichever comes first,
which is about 5 months of age.
Please use all required parts for each use (bedside sleeper or
bassinet).
Check instruction manual for a list of required parts.
Periodically check product for loose, damaged, or missing
parts. DO NOT use product if any part is loose or missing, or if
there are any signs of damage. DO NOT substitute parts.
Contact Dream On Me if replacement parts or instructions are
needed.
In Bassinet Mode, make sure that side panel is locked.

Strings can cause strangulation. NEVER place product near
window blinds or patio doors with cords where a child could
reach the cord and be strangled, or hang strings over the
product or place items with a string around an infant's neck or
attach strings to toys.
DO NOT place any cord or strap or similar items in or near this
product that could become wrapped around a child's neck.
Strings can cause strangulation. DO NOT place anything with
a string around a child's neck, such as hood strings or pacifier
cords. DO NOT suspend strings over a bassinet or cradle or
attach strings to toys.

SUFFOCATION, ENTRAPMENT 
AND FALL HAZARDS: 
·To use bassinet mode, ALWAYS raise the side with the zipper to
completely close up all 4 sides.

·ALWAYS push adult mattress against beside sleeper after
securing to bed with safety strap and fixing buckles.

·NEVER leave infant in bassinet with the sides down.

·The bedside sleeper is designed for use only with adult beds
that are between 18.5 - 24 inches (47 - 60 cm) from floor to top of
adult mattress.

·The fixing buckles and straps assembly must always be used in
bedside sleeper mode.  Product in bedside sleeper mode must be
tightly attached to adult bed mattress to ensure safe use.

·It is recommended to make the straps shorter than the width of
the mattress to ensure bedside sleeper is pressed securely and
tightly against the adult bed, without any gaps.

·A bedside sleeper is designed to provide a sleeping area for an
infant until he or she begins to push up on hands and knees or
can roll over, or has reached 25lbs, whichever comes first. Move
your child to another sleeping product when your child reaches
this stage.
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B. Middle support frame
C. Fixing belts

Mattress with removable cover
E. Fabric lining

Outer travel bag
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COMPONENTS
Please check to make sure that all of the following parts listed below 
are included in the box when opened. If there are any missing 
parts, please contact  before using the product.

Central supporting structure

A1. Height adjuster button
A2. Middle support frame release 
button
A3. Adjustable feet with wheels 
and brakes
A4. Non-slip feet 
A5. Adjustable feet rotate button 
A6. Front bar release button 

B1. Fixing pin

C3. Belt length adjust 
buckles E1. Belt with clip 
E2. Zip for fabric removal
E3. Zip for sleeping
opening
E4. Mesh window 
E5. Side support for restraint 
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ASSEMBLING THE BASSINET



9. ,  adjust the
height at the lowest position  

10.







IN THE BEDSIDE SLEEPER MODE , THE TWO LEGS OF THE 
BEDSIDE SLEEPER SHOULD ALWAYS BE ADJUSTED TO THE 
SAME HEIGHT. 

6. he fixing belt  bed to  side of by
pulling belts firmly until the strap  

When the bedside sleeper is attached/tied to the bed, that the
actual bassinet must remain straight and not lopsided. If the
bassinet is not straight/flat, contact our customer service
immediately for help.

Safety Advice:
Keep the soft objects and bedding away from infants and do not use 
them in bassinets/bedside sleepers because they can inadvertently 
lead to su�ocation. Furthermore, bedding has been associated with 
sudden infant death syndrome.



CARE & CLEANING 

Remove the cover:



each wash  check the resistance of the fabric and of the stitching.

ARNING: During the removal/or application of the lining, handle the 
fabric carefully in order to avoid accidental damage or tears.

WARNING: The removal and/or application operations may take a few 
m nutes and should be carried out by adult.

Dream On Me Inc.
1532 S Washington Ave Piscataway Twp. NJ 08854



Enter our monthly giveaway!
Simply scan the QRcode to register.

Chat with us!
For any questions or concerns or feedback.

1532, S. Washington Avenue
Piscataway, NJ 08854

E-mail: info@dreamonme.com

www.dreamonme.com

Follow us on

to get your nursery featured on our social media.
@dreamonmeinc @dreamonmeinc


